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Abstract—The localization of changes that occur between the
images in a multitemporal series is crucial for many applications,
ranging from environmental monitoring to military surveillance. In
contrast to traditional change detection methods, unmixing-based
change detection has been shown to have the important added
benefit of providing subpixel-level information on the nature of
the changes, instead of only providing the location of the changes.
Recently, sparse unmixing has also been introduced to hyperspec-
tral change detection, resulting in a method that circumvents the
drawbacks of regular spectral unmixing approaches. Sparse
unmixing-based change detection reveals the changes that oc-
cur in a multitemporal series, at subpixel level, and in terms of
the library spectra and their sparse abundances, and provides
enhanced change detection performance, especially when subpixel-
level changes have occurred. However, sparse unmixing is gener-
ally an ill-conditioned and time-consuming process, especially as
the size of the utilized spectral library increases. In this paper,
dictionary pruning is exploited for the first time for hyperspectral
change detection using sparse unmixing, in order to alleviate the
ill-conditioning of the problem and achieve decreased computation
times and enhanced change detection performance. Experimental
results on both realistic synthetic and real datasets are used to
validate the proposed approach.

Index Terms—Change detection, dictionary pruning,
hyperspectral imaging, multitemporal, sparse unmixing.

I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERSPECTRAL change detection is defined as the pro-
cess of detecting the changes that occur in a multitempo-

ral hyperspectral image series acquired from the same scene at
different times. These changes can occur due to the passage of
time, as a result of seasonal/diurnal variation, or may result from
a significant event such a natural disaster [1]. Change detection
for hyperspectral images is crucial for many application fields
such as urban planning, environmental monitoring, precision
agriculture, or defense.

There are a large number of existing change detection meth-
ods for multitemporal multispectral or hyperspectral imagery.
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Chronochrome (CC) [2] and covariance equalization (CE) [3],
which are, respectively, a linear predictor to calculate the linear
transformation matrix between the two images using second-
order statistics, and a similar method based on whitening, which
does not utilize cross-covariance matrix in order to reduce sen-
sitivity to misregistration, can still be considered the benchmark
change detection methods. Hyperbolic anomaly change detector
(HACD) [4] is a method that combines these linear predictors
in a general framework, and aims to detect anomalous changes.
Other change detection methods include subspace-based change
detection [5], which computes and uses the background sub-
space in one image to detect the changes in another image,
and multivariate alteration detection (MAD) [6] and iteratively
reweighted MAD [7], which aim to detect the changes using the
canonical variates.

While there are a large number of change detection methods
in the literature, most (if not all) such methods operate on a
pixel-level basis, and require modifications to be able to provide
subpixel-level change detection outputs. In addition, none of
those methods provide the information about the actual nature
of the change. In light of these points, unmixing-based change
detection comes to forefront.

Unmixing is the process of decomposing each pixel of a hy-
perspectral image into a set of fractional abundances of end-
member signatures [8]. A thorough review of the different
approaches and methods for unmixing can be found in [9].
A recent addition, unmixing-based change detection provides
subpixel-level change detection outputs and had the added ben-
efit of providing easy to interpret information on the nature of
the changes that have occurred. This information on the “na-
ture” can be in terms of a sudden increase in the abundance
of an endmember, such as water, for natural disasters, change
in the type of cultivated crop or a change in the stress levels
for crops in a farmland, new anomalous endmembers in the
scene for target detection, and so on. A general framework for
change detection by spectral unmixing has been proposed in
[10], whereas a case study on subpixel-level change detection
by unmixing is presented in [11], and land-cover mapping by
unmixing is discussed in [12]. In a recent paper, unmixing-based
change detection, and the benefits it provides have been exam-
ined and presented in detail [13]. Similar benefits have been
highlighted in a very recent paper, which proposes multitem-
poral unmixing with a patch scheme for change detection [14].
These techniques all rely on a traditional (unsupervised) spectral
unmixing approach based on dimensionality reduction followed
by image-based endmember extraction. In another recent paper,
sparse unmixing has been utilized for the first time in unmixing-
based change detection for multitemporal hyperspectral
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images [15]. In this case, the unmixing approach is driven by
the use of a spectral library that is assumed to contain ideal
endmembers. This introduces a fundamental difference with the
change detection techniques based on traditional spectral un-
mixing, in which the endmembers (and their number) need to
be estimated in advance, while in sparse unmixing the end-
members are assumed to be available in the library, which is ex-
ploited in semisupervised fashion to perform the unmixing of the
scene.

In fact, sparse unmixing aims to detect an optimal subset of
signatures from a potentially large spectral library to accurately
and efficiently model the hyperspectral data at hand [16], [17]. A
sparsity-inducing regularizer function is most commonly used
to keep the number of selected signatures as small as possible.
Sparse unmixing has gained much attention in recent years with
the increase in the availability and scope of spectral libraries.
Sparse unmixing via variable splitting augmented Lagrangian
(SUnSAL) [18] is still considered the benchmark sparse un-
mixing method. However, sparse unmixing methods that also
utilize spatial information have recently started to become more
prominent. Among such methods, sparse unmixing via variable
splitting augmented Lagrangian and total variation (SUnSAL-
TV) [19], which includes spatial information by means of a
TV regularizer [20], and nonlocal sparse unmixing [21], which
uses spatial information to derive possible predictions in the
abundance maps, can be counted.

Sparse unmixing-based change detection using spectral li-
braries, introduced in [15], provides subpixel-level change
detection, and information on the nature of the changes
between the temporal datasets in terms of endmembers and
abundances. The approach also provides increased change
detection performance with respect to conventional change
detection methods, especially when there are subpixel-level
variations [15].

While sparse unmixing has many advantages, it is also an
ill-conditioned and time-consuming problem due to the large
sizes and high coherences, i.e., high similarities between the
contained signatures, of the spectral libraries. To address this
shortcoming, in a recent paper, the fact that hyperspectral im-
ages can be represented in a lower dimensional subspace with
small information loss has been utilized to detect a subset of
the spectral library to be used in sparse unmixing [22]. Using
this subset of the spectral library with sparse unmixing for the
data has been shown to improve the conditioning of the process,
and decrease the high similarity of the signatures in the spec-
tral library, therefore decreasing computation times while also
enhancing performances [22].

This paper introduces dictionary pruning for sparse
unmixing-based change detection in hyperspectral images. The
proposed approach alleviates the ill-conditioning of the un-
mixing process, and achieves reduced computation time and
enhanced change detection performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
proposed methodology is presented in Section II. Experimen-
tal results for synthetic and real datasets are provided in
Section III and Section IV, respectively. Section V concludes
the paper with hints at plausible future studies.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this paper, sparse unmixing with dictionary pruning is
proposed for change detection in multitemporal hyperspectral
images. The proposed method can be used with any spectral
library. However, the spectral signatures in the spectral library
need to be matched to the data in terms of characteristics. For
this reason, in this paper, two preprocessing steps are applied to
spectral libraries before dictionary pruning. First, the number of
spectral bands of the signatures in the library is reduced to match
the number of bands of the hyperspectral datasets, as generally
the number of bands for the library signatures is significantly
higher than those of hyperspectral datasets. This reduction is
done by a nearest neighbor approach in the spectral axis, such
that for each signature in the library, the spectral bands with
the wavelengths that most closely match the wavelengths of the
spectral bands of the data are selected, and the rest of the bands
are eliminated. As this step may cause discontinuities in the
resulting signatures, the second preprocessing step is used, in
which a simple Gaussian filter is used to smooth out the resulting
spectral signatures.

After these preprocessing steps have been conducted, dictio-
nary pruning is applied to the spectral library with the signatures
that match the data characteristics. This dictionary pruning pro-
cess is mostly similar to the process proposed in [22], and is
repeated here for completeness. Dictionary pruning process is
as follows.

1) The subspace dimensionality of the data is estimated us-
ing the hyperspectral subspace identification by minimum
error (HySime) [23]. In this paper, the dimensionality
is estimated from the whole multitemporal hyperspectral
datasets acquired from a scene, in conjunction, instead
of from each temporal dataset separately, as the dictio-
nary will be pruned once for all the temporal datasets. For
this purpose, temporal hyperspectral images are spatially
merged into a single data stack.

2) The spectral signatures of the library are orthogonally
projected onto the eigenvectors of the subspace detected
in the first step.

3) Projection error is computed for each library signature
based on normalized Euclidian distance.

4) A subset of the spectral library is retained based on projec-
tion error. In this paper, a fixed threshold as in [17] is not
used for this purpose, due to the variability of the errors.
Instead, a percentage of the library is retained, starting
from the signature with the lowest projection error. This
percentage has been fixed to 25% throughout this paper,
for simplicity.

After the dictionary pruning process is completed, sparse
unmixing with the pruned spectral library is applied to the mul-
titemporal hyperspectral data stack. This ensures that the sparse
solutions do not vary greatly for the temporal datasets. In this
paper, SUnSAL-TV is selected as the sparse unmixing method,
as it integrates spatial processing into the unmixing progress,
and hence provides increased performance with respect to more
regular sparse unmixing approaches. SUnSAL-TV solves the
following optimization problem under the linear mixture model
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assumption:

min
X

1
2
‖AX − Y ‖2

F + λ‖X‖1,1 + λTVTV (X) (1)

subject to X ≥ 0

TV (X) ≡
∑

{i,j}∈ε

‖X i − Xj‖1 (2)

where ε denotes the set of neighbors, A denotes the spectral
library, Y is the observed data, and X is the abundance matrix,
such that the abundance vector of pixel i is X i . The first term
in (1) aims to keep the reconstruction error low, the second term
aims to keep the abundance matrix sparse, while the third term
promotes smooth transitions in the abundances for neighboring
pixels. In this paper, the maximum number of iterations for
SUnSAL-TV was fixed to 200 in each test, for simplicity. Note
that it is possible to achieve better performances by increasing
the number of iterations, at the cost of computation time.

The sparse abundance matrix outputs of SUnSAL-TV are
then assigned into the corresponding temporal datasets. After
this step, changes between the temporal datasets are revealed
through the differences in their respective abundance maps for
each library spectral signature that exists in the sparse solution
for the multitemporal dataset. The variation for a material can
be obtained by a simple difference operation on the abundance
maps obtained for each temporal dataset for that material’s li-
brary signature. An overall change map is constructed by simple
summation of each abundance variation map.

The proposed methodology can be used with any spectral li-
brary. However, as expected, the performance would be better
with a spectral library that closely relates to the multitemporal
dataset (and the sensor used to acquire the data) with respect
to a spectral library that does not have much in common with
the data at hand. In addition, while the approach could be used
for raw data, atmospherically corrected data are more relat-
able to the library spectra collected in the laboratory environ-
ment, and therefore better performances would be obtained for
atmospherically corrected data, as in this paper.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA

A. Synthetic Dataset 1

A synthetic multitemporal hyperspectral dataset is simulated
from the AVIRIS Salinas dataset to be used in the experimental
results. Salinas is originally sized 512 × 217 pixels, with 224
spectral bands. Its spatial resolution is 3.7 m. The original dataset
and ground-truth information are available online in [24].

In this paper, a subset of the Salinas image is selected as
the first temporal hyperspectral dataset. The selected area is
217× 217 pixels. Water absorption bands have been eliminated,
resulting in 204 spectral bands. The second temporal dataset
is simulated from the first dataset by modifying some pixels
of the data. The modified pixels are in the “grapes_untrained”
class, and the modification is done by changing each pixel in the
“grapes_untrained” labeled regions to a randomly selected pixel
from the “vineyard_untrained” labeled section. RGB images of

Fig. 1. RGB images for the multitemporal Salinas dataset.

Fig. 2. Change ground truth for the multitemporal Salinas dataset.

the resulting temporal datasets are presented and the modified
locations are indicated in Figs. 1 and 2.

For the evaluation of sparse unmixing-based approaches, a
spectral library is constructed from the vegetation and man-
made signatures of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) spectral
library, for a total library size of 310. λ and λTV regularization
parameters of SUnSAL-TV have been set as 0.001 and 0.1, after
a crude empirical analysis.

In this case study, the changes between the temporal datasets
are purely at pixel level with no subpixel-level variation in-
volved. Hence, it should be expected that the traditional meth-
ods will also perform well in terms of overall change detection
performance. However, the conducted change is quite challeng-
ing, as the exchanged pixels are from very similar classes, both
in terms of RGB values, and spectrally. In addition, before pro-
cessing for change detection, additive Gaussian white noise is
added to each temporal dataset in 30 dB SNR to make the
problem more challenging.

Sparse unmixing-based approaches are compared with tra-
ditional change detection methods of change vector analysis
(CVA), spectral angular distance (SAD), CC, CE, and HACD.

Fig. 3 gives a comparison between the final change maps
obtained by each method. Note that the change maps for the
sparse unmixing-based approaches are obtained by the summa-
tion of abundance change map obtained for each library spectra.
ROC curves based on the ground-truth change map are provided
in Fig. 4.

It can be observed from the ROC curves that among the tra-
ditional methods, HACD performs the best overall. However,
the highest performances are achieved with sparse unmixing-
based change detection approaches. It can also be observed that
the proposed approach involving dictionary pruning enhances
change detection performance by improving the conditioning
of the problem. This can also be observed from the higher area
under curve (AUC) values that the proposed methodology pro-
vides, which are derived from the ROC curves and are presented
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Fig. 3. Final change maps for Salinas by (a) CVA, (b) SAD, (c) CC,
(d) CE, (e) HACD, (f) sparse unmixing, and (g) proposed.

Fig. 4. ROC curves for the Salinas.

TABLE I
AUC VALUES AND RUNTIMES FOR SALINAS

Method AUC values Runtime (s)

CVA 0.7406 1.6
SAD 0.6743 2.2
CC 0.7466 0.3
CE 0.7323 0.3
HACD 0.8546 1.7
Sparse unmixing 0.9723 2120
Proposed 0.9800 560

in Table I. Also provided in Table I are the runtimes of each
method, evaluated on MATLAB platform on a computer with
16 GB RAM and i7-4700 HQ with dual 2.4 GHz processors.
The proposed method with the dictionary pruning step signif-
icantly reduces the computation times for change detection by
sparse unmixing. Note that the dictionary pruning step itself

Fig. 5. False color images for the multitemporal Pavia dataset.

Fig. 6. Change ground truth for the multitemporal Pavia dataset.

constitutes less than 1% of the proposed method’s computation
time, in this and all the following cases.

B. Synthetic Dataset 2

The second synthetic multitemporal hyperspectral dataset
is simulated from the ROSIS Pavia University dataset. Pavia
University is originally sized 120 × 70 pixels, with 103 spec-
tral bands. Its spatial resolution is 1.3 m, whereas the spectral
resolution is 4 nm.

In this paper, the area in the Pavia University image that con-
tains the metal building is selected as the first temporal hyper-
spectral dataset. Then, the vegetation regions located between
the parts of the building are modified to dirt regions such as
those located around the building, in order to obtain the sec-
ond temporal dataset. This modification process is done in sub-
pixel level and gradually such that, diagonally, the upper left
parts of the image are modified more significantly, whereas the
lower right parts are modified less significantly. Hence, the vari-
ations between the temporal datasets are at varying subpixel
levels. False color images of the resulting temporal datasets are
provided in Fig. 5, and the modified locations with indication
on their modification strength are visualized in Fig. 6. Addi-
tive Gaussian white noise is added to each temporal dataset in
30 dB SNR again, before processing to make the problem more
realistic.

The spectral library for the sparse unmixing-based ap-
proaches is constructed from the USGS spectral library, with
vegetation and man-made signatures, for a total spectra size of
310. λ and λTV regularization parameters of SUnSAL-TV have
been set as 0.001 and 0.01, after a crude empirical analysis. Note
that the λTV parameter is smaller in this test case with respect to
the previous case, as the spatial smoothness is less pronounced
in this image, with respect to the previous Salinas dataset.
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Fig. 7. Final change maps for the Pavia dataset by (a) CVA (b) SAD,
(c) CC, (d) CE, (e) HACD, (f) sparse unmixing, and (g) proposed.

Fig. 8. ROC curves for the Pavia dataset.

The final change maps are presented in Fig. 7, and the ROC
curves based on the ground-truth change map are provided in
Fig. 8. It can be observed that the simple CVA method pro-
vides good performance for this case as the variation between
the temporal dataset is easy to observe in terms of color or
brightness. The other traditional methods have performed con-
siderably worse, as can be seen from Fig. 8, especially as the
subpixel variation becomes less pronounced, as can be observed
from Fig. 7. The highest performances are achieved with change
detection by sparse unmixing approaches, especially with the
method including dictionary pruning, which enhances the per-
formance by reducing the dictionary size and improving the
conditioning of the problem. This can also be observed from the
AUC values derived from these ROC curves that are presented
in Table II, along with the runtimes. The proposed method with
the dictionary pruning step once again significantly reduces the
computation times with respect to change detection by sparse
unmixing, in addition to enhancing the performance.

C. Synthetic Dataset 3

The third synthetic multitemporal hyperspectral dataset is
also simulated from the ROSIS Pavia University dataset. The

TABLE II
AUC VALUES AND RUNTIMES FOR PAVIA

Method AUC values Runtime (s)

CVA 0.9485 0.27
SAD 0.7986 0.35
CC 0.6875 <0.1
CE 0.8522 <0.1
HACD 0.7360 0.19
Sparse unmixing 0.9709 390
Proposed 0.9832 100

Fig. 9. False color images for the Pavia-Shadow dataset.

Fig. 10. Change ground truth for the Pavia-Shadow dataset.

same region of the image is used as the previous experimental
study, but this is a special case study, in that the change in
the scene is caused by the variation of shadow lengths. This
case study is aimed to show how each methods copes with
shadow variations. Note that the conducted changes are pixel
level, so traditional methods are expected to work as well as
any unmixing approach. False color images of the temporal
datasets are provided in Fig. 9, and the modified locations, i.e.,
the ground-truth change map, are visualized in Fig. 10. Additive
Gaussian white noise is added to each temporal dataset in 30 dB
SNR before processing to make the problem more realistic.

The spectral library for the sparse unmixing-based ap-
proaches is constructed from the USGS spectral library, with
vegetation and man-made signatures, for a total spectra size of
310. λ and λTV regularization parameters of SUnSAL-TV have
been set as 0.001 and 0.01.

The final change maps are presented in Fig. 11, and the ROC
curves based on the ground-truth change map are provided in
Fig. 12. AUC values are derived from these ROC curves that
are presented in Table III, along with the runtimes. As the vari-
ation between the temporal datasets is pixel-level shadow ef-
fect, CVA performs admirably well, along with the traditional
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Fig. 11. Final change maps for the Pavia-Shadow dataset by (a) CVA
(b) SAD, (c) CC, (d) CE, (e) HACD, (f) sparse unmixing, and (g) proposed.

Fig. 12. ROC curves for the Pavia-Shadow dataset.

TABLE III
AUC VALUES FOR AND RUNTIMES FOR PAVIA-SHADOW

Method AUC values Runtime (s)

CVA 0.9931 0.26
SAD 0.8450 0.34
CC 0.9886 <0.1
CE 0.9960 <0.1
HACD 0.9718 0.19
Sparse unmixing 0.9778 335
Proposed 0.9843 86

methods of CC and CE. Sparse unmixing-based approaches
have performed slightly worse in this case, as the spectral li-
brary does not include a signature specifically for shadow, as to
be expected. Nevertheless, it can be observed that the proposed
approach enhances the performance of sparse unmixing-based
change detection. The proposed method also significantly re-
duces the computation times with respect to change detection
by sparse unmixing.

It should be noted that, in some cases, the detection of
shadow variations is not desired. If the utilized spectral li-
braries could contain a spectral signature for shadows, then

Fig. 13. RGB images for New Orleans dataset: (a) 2010 and (b) 2011.

the shadow changes would ideally be obtained specifically due
to an abundance variation of this signature, which in turn could
be eliminated. However, the spectral signature of areas with
shadow depends on what causes the shadow and on what the
shadow falls. As such, a specific library spectrum for shadow
cannot be obtained. Instead, to prevent the detection of shadow
variations in the multitemporal data as changes, a shadow de-
tection [25], [26] or deshadowing [27], [28] algorithm can be
used prior to the proposed methodology to mask out the shadow
areas.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON REAL DATA

A. Real Dataset 1

Two hyperspectral datasets that are available in the online
AVIRIS database have been utilized for the first experimen-
tal study on real data. The respective datasets are acquired in
September 2010 and October 2011 from New Orleans, USA.
RGB images of the temporal datasets are provided in Fig. 13.
Twenty noisy bands have been eliminated before processing.

Using the vegetation and volatiles signatures from the USGS
spectral library, a spectral library of 224 spectra has been con-
structed for the sparse unmixing-based approaches. λ and λTV
regularization parameters of SUnSAL-TV have been set as
0.001 and 0.01, after a crude empirical analysis.

The change maps obtained by CVA, SAD, CC, CE, HACD,
sparse unmixing and sparse unmixing with dictionary pruning
are provided in Fig. 14.

A ground-truth change map has been prepared for this mul-
titemporal dataset, based on difference operators on false color
space, thresholding, and binary morphology. It should be noted
that the authors do not claim that the presented ground-truth
map is perfect or 100% correct. However, this ground-truth map
enables a quantitative assessment of the performances for the
respective methods. The ground-truth map, and the ROC curves
obtained based on this map are provided in Fig. 15.

For this dataset, CVA, SAD, CE, and the sparse unmixing-
based approaches provide relatively similar results, as the
change in the scene is relatively easy to detect. Whereas SAD
provides slightly better performance overall, the proposed ap-
proach enhances the performance of sparse unmixing-based
change detection by the added dictionary pruning step, while
also reducing average computation time from 5550 to 1660 s,
of which the dictionary pruning step itself takes around 9 s.
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Fig. 14. Final change maps for the New Orleans dataset by (a) CVA
(b) SAD, (c) CC, (d) CE, (e) HACD, (f) sparse unmixing, and (g) proposed.

Fig. 15. Quantitative performance assessment for New Orleans dataset:
(a) ground-truth map and (b) ROC curves.

B. Real Dataset 2

APEX data acquired over Kalmthout, Belgium, are utilized
for the second real data experimental study. A forest fire that
has occurred in 23/05/2011 in Kalmthout is the primary in-
terest in this case study. Two different hyperspectral datasets
acquired in consecutive flights in June 2010 are spatially mo-
saicked to construct the first temporal dataset. The second
temporal dataset is acquired in June 2011, in a single flight.
This variation in flight lines is a direct result of the aforemen-
tioned fire, in that the data acquisition flight lines have been

Fig. 16. False color images for Kalmthout dataset: (a) 2010 and (b) 2011.

Fig. 17. Final change maps for the Kalmthout dataset by (a) CVA
(b) SAD, (c) CC, (d) CE, (e) HACD, (f) sparse unmixing, and (g) proposed.

modified after the fire date to contain the area of interest in a sin-
gle flight line. The temporal datasets have been cut to 400 × 400
pixels sizes for computational concerns. Both temporal datasets
originally have 295 spectral bands, but the bands with very
low SNR are eliminated in this paper, resulting in 245 spectral
bands. False color images of the temporal datasets are provided
in Fig. 16.

λ and λTV regularization parameters of SUnSAL-TV have
been set as 0.001 and 0.1. A spectral library is constructed from
the vegetation and volatiles signatures of the USGS spectral li-
brary for a total number of 224 spectra. It should be once again
stressed that a dedicated spectral library with more relatable
signatures would result in a more enhanced and more informa-
tional result with the sparse unmixing-based change detection
approaches.

The final change maps obtained by CVA, SAD, CC, CE,
HACD, sparse unmixing, and the proposed method are pre-
sented in Fig. 17. Note that the interferers resulting from the
flight lines were removed from each change map by a simple
postprocessing step.
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Fig. 18. Quantitative performance assessment for Kalmthout dataset:
(a) ground-truth map and (b) ROC curves.

Fig. 19. False color images for Blodgett dataset: (a) 2007 and (b) 2013.

A ground-truth map has been prepared for the multitempo-
ral dataset, based on difference operators on false color space,
thresholding, and binary morphology. Whereas it should be
noted that this ground-truth map is in no way canon or per-
fect, it nevertheless enables a quantitative assessment of the
performances for the methods utilized in this paper. A minor
point of note is that as the ground-truth map is prepared based
on intensity differences in the color spaces, it may be acting in
favor of CVA.

The ground-truth map for the datasets and the ROC curves
computed based on this ground-truth map are provided in
Fig. 18. It can be observed that the proposed approach signifi-
cantly enhances the change detection performance with respect
to change detection by sparse unmixing, and provides the best
performance overall.

The second benefit of the proposed approach is the reduced
computation time with respect to sparse unmixing-based change
detection. For this case, the computation times have been re-
duced on from 7690 to 2270 s. The dictionary pruning step
itself costs 16 s on average.

C. Real Dataset 3

Two hyperspectral datasets that are available in the online
AVIRIS database have been utilized for the third experimen-
tal study on real data. The respective datasets are acquired in
2007 and 2013 from the Blodgett region, Oregon, USA. The
temporal datasets have been reduced to 180 × 120 pixels for
computational concerns. RGB images of the temporal datasets
are provided in Fig. 19.

Several green areas from the 2007 data are not present any-
more in the 2013 data, most probably due to (natural or man-
made) removal of trees. However, vegetation appears in other

Fig. 20. Final change maps for the Blodgett dataset by (a) CVA (b) SAD,
(c) CC, (d) CE, (e) HACD, (f) sparse unmixing, and (g) proposed.

Fig. 21. Quantitative performance assessment for Blodgett dataset:
(a) ground-truth map and (b) ROC curves.

pixels due to natural growth. The amount of changed pixels is
very low compared to the total number of pixels, 2.82% of the
pixels are subject to change.

Using the vegetation and volatiles signatures from the USGS
spectral library, a spectral library of 224 spectra has been con-
structed for the sparse unmixing-based approaches. λ and λTV
regularization parameters of SUnSAL-TV have been set as
0.001 and 0.01, after a crude empirical analysis.

The change maps obtained by CVA, SAD, CC, CE, HACD,
sparse unmixing and sparse unmixing with dictionary pruning
are provided in Fig. 20. A ground-truth change map has been
prepared for this multitemporal dataset, based on difference
operators on color space, thresholding, and binary morphology.
It should be noted again that the authors do not claim that the
presented ground-truth map is perfect or 100% correct. The
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ground-truth map and the ROC curves obtained based on this
map are provided in Fig. 21.

For this dataset, the proposed approach did not result in a per-
formance enhancement with respect to sparse unmixing-based
change detection without dictionary pruning step. However, dic-
tionary pruning resulted in a computational time reduction from
710 to 206 s, of which the dictionary pruning step itself took
around 2.1 s.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH LINES

The numerous potentials and advantages of change detection
by unmixing for multispectral hyperspectral data, with respect
to traditional methods, have only recently begun to be investi-
gated in detail. Sparse unmixing-based change detection is the
most recent addition to the family of unmixing-based change
detection approaches, and enables to use spectral libraries in
the change detection process. With the increase in the number
and availability of spectral libraries, sparse unmixing is bound
to receive more and more attention in upcoming years. Sparse
unmixing-based change detection, which involves both spectral
and spatial processing, not only provides enhanced change de-
tection performance (especially when the data contain subpixel-
level changes), but also opens the door to applications that utilize
dedicated spectral libraries, as is in the fields of environmental
monitoring and defense. Nevertheless, sparse unmixing is over-
all an ill-conditioned and time-consuming problem due to large
library sizes and high coherence. This paper proposed the uti-
lization of a dictionary pruning approach with the recently pro-
posed sparse unmixing-based change detection, to improve the
conditioning of the unmixing process. The proposed approach
not only decreases the computation time significantly, but also
enhances the change detection performances even further, as
evidenced by the presented synthetic and real data experiments.
Possible future studies may aim to showcase the high perfor-
mance of the proposed approach for dedicated applications and
spectral libraries, or an investigation into the spectral library—
data mismatch problem, which is a common point of concern
for all sparse unmixing-based approaches.
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